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Abstract. In this paper, an effective probabili ty-based tile pre-fetching algo-
rithm and a collaborative cache replacement algorithm for Web geographical 
information systems(Web GISs) are proposed. The proposed tile pre-fetching 
algorithm can approximate which tiles will be used in advance based on the 
global tile access pattern of all users and the semantics of query so that a user 
request will be answered quickly since the needed tiles are likely in cache data-
base. When a client runs out of cache space for newly down-loaded tiles, the 
proposed cache replacement algorithm determines which tiles should be re-
placed based on the future access probabilities. By combining the proposed tile 
pre-fetching algorithm with the cache replacement algorithm, the response time 
for user requests can be improved substantially in Web GIS systems.  

1  Introduction 

With the rapid growth of computer hardware and software technologies and the user’s 
requirements for geographical information, geographical information systems (GISs) 
that can analyze, process, and manage geo-spatial data have been developed and be-
come very popular in several fields, e.g. civil engineering and computer engineering 
([1]). Furthermore, since the Internet and World Wide Web(WWW) have become 
very popular in real worlds, users can get geographical information at a low cost from 
the Web servers that can provide geographical information. These systems are re-
ferred to as Web GIS systems ([2,3,4,5,6]).  

The types of Web GIS systems can be classified into server-side Web GIS and cli-
ent-side Web. In server-side Web GIS systems, since the server has to process all re-
quests of all clients, the server might be over-loaded, and the response time for user 
requests may become too slow ([2,7]). On the other hand, in client-side Web GIS sys-
tems, the client loads the geographical data processing modules from the server when 
it makes a connection to the server. From then on, the client can process users’ re-
quests by itself. Recently, client-side Web GIS systems have become very popular 
and several real systems are being developed.  
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The granularity of transmission from the server to the client can be either a whole 
map or a tile of the map ([2]). If the granularity is a whole map, the server searches all 
spatial objects and all aspatial information on GIS database to retrieve relevant ob-
jects and information and sends the map with the retrieved aspatial information to the 
client. However, a map may be of very large size, since a map can include a large 
number of objects. It is clear that the larger the size of a communication unit becomes, 
the more loading time is needed between the server and the client. To reduce the ini-
tial loading time, many systems have adopted the concepts of tiling and layering. Til-
ing divides the map into several small pieces so that each of them can be transferred 
in a short time, while layering partitions the map into several layers such that each 
layer represents some specific information. 

Tiling can minimize the initial user’s response time, but it alone can’t minimize the 
total response time. To minimize the total response time, the system should pre-fetch 
some tiles that are likely to be accessed in advance and save them in a cached data-
base for future reusing. When the user requests the tiles that have been pre-fetched 
and saved at the cached database, the client can give these tiles to the user without the 
communication delay to fetch the required tiles from the server.  

In this paper, an efficient tile pre-fetching algorithm for Web GIS based on users’ 
global access pattern is proposed. In the proposed algorithm, the server collects and 
maintains the transition probabilities between adjacent tiles. With these probabilities 
the server can predict which tiles have the higher probability of accessing in next time 
than others, and by pre-fetching those recommended tiles, the client can respond to 
the user’s requests much faster.  

When the client’s cache is run out of space, the client should determine which tiles 
to replace with newly fetched tiles. Those tiles that are not likely to be accessed in the 
near future can be replaced, and the client should be able to select such tiles. We pro-
pose a cache replacement algorithm that predicts the future usage of the tiles cor-
rectly, based on the same access probabilities that are calculated and used for tile pre-
fetching. The proposed cache replacement algorithm selects tiles with small transition 
probabilities from the current requested tile as candidate tiles for replacement. 

The rest of this paper is organized as following. In Sect. 2, we discuss the architec-
ture of Web GIS systems and describe query processing in it. In Sect. 3, we propose 
an efficient tile pre-fetching algorithm that can determine a set of tiles that are likely 
to be requested in the near future, based on the global tile access patterns and a cache 
replacement algorithm that can collaborate with the proposed tile pre-fetching algo-
rithm in Web GIS systems. We also discuss an example that can show the effective-
ness of the proposed tile pre-fetching algorithm and cache replacement algorithm. 
Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 4.  
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2 Query Processing in Web GIS Systems 

The general architecture of Web GIS systems in which the proposed tile pre-fetching 
and cache replacement algorithms are used is in Fig. 1 ([2]). In Fig. 1, we do not in-
clude all components of Web GIS systems. That is, Fig. 1 shows the abstracted archi-
tecture of Web GIS systems.  

 

Client

Browsing 
Commands

GIS queries

Query Analyzer and Executor(QAE)

Cache 
Manager(CM)

Prefetch Agent(PA)

Cached DB

Server Prefetch Executor(PE)

Search Engine(SE)

GIS Database

Prefetch DB
(Tile Information, 

Probabilities of tiles)

Spatial DB Aspatial DB

 

Fig. 1. Abstracted architecture of Web GIS systems 

 
 
A Web GIS system mainly consists of two components; clients and a server. A client 

is the Web browser with several data processing facilities that are loaded from the server 
when the client makes a connection to the server. Server manages the GIS database that 
consists of spatial database and aspatial database and provides useful information to the 
clients when the clients submit user’s requests. As we discussed in the previous section, 
the server manages the spatial information in the unit of tile. That is, a map is decom-
posed into a set of tiles that can be transferred to the client in a short time.  
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In Web GIS systems, users’ requests are classified into two categories; browsing 
commands and GIS queries. GIS queries include point queries, region queries, and 
object retrieval queries with selection predicates. To use the point query, the user 
gives the coordinates (a, b) of a point in a map, and the client serves the tile that has 
the given point. To use the region query, the user gives a specified region in rectangu-
lar form with (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) or circular form with the center point (a, b) and a ra-
dius, and the client returns a set of tiles that covers the given region. For an object 
retrieval query with selection predicates, the client returns the objects that satisfy the 
given predicates on the map. Usually, GIS queries such as point queries, region que-
ries, and object retrieval queries are used as the first request when users make a ses-
sion to the Web GIS systems. That is, the user first submits a GIS query and, based on 
the result of the first GIS query, submits a sequence of browsing commands and/or 
GIS queries. Browsing commands include zooming and moving commands. To exe-
cute a zoom-in command, by which the user can see the current position (a, b) of the 
map in more detail, if the required data has been cached at client, the client doesn’t 
have to go to the server. Otherwise, however, client should down-load more detailed 
map information from the server. For a zoom-out command, by which the user can 
view the map in wider area, the client should fetch neighbor tiles of the current one 
from the server. By using the moving commands, users can retrieve 4 neighbor tiles 
of the current tile. That is, by using a moving command, users can move to one of the 
4 neighbor tiles in the direction of up, down, left, and right, respectively.  

 
The formats of users’ requests in Web GIS systems are as following.  
 
Point_Query(a, b)  
Rectangle_Region_Query (a 1, b 1, a 2, b 2) 
Circle_Region_Query(a, b, radius)  
Objet_Retireval_Query(selection_predicates)  
Zoom-in(a, b, smaller_radius) 
Zoom-out(a, b, larger_radius) 
Moving(a, b, direction)  
 
In Fig. 1, user’s request is processed as following. When a user submits a request 

to the client. Query Analyzer and Executor (QAE) analyzes the user’s request and 
executes it. To execute user’s request, QAE requests necessary data that should be 
processed for user’s request from Cache Manager (CM). If CM can find the data in 
the cached database, it transfers the data without requesting to the server. Otherwise, 
CM sends the request to Pre-fetch Agent (PA) to retrieve the necessary data from the 
server. PA basically tosses the user’s request to Pre-fetch Executor (PE) at the server. 
However, to give some information needed for tile pre-fetching to the server, PA adds 
some additional information to the original users’ requests. That is, in addition to the 
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original request, PA also gives the list of tiles that have been cached, the transition 
frequencies among the cached tiles since the last connection to the server, and the 
number of tiles it wants to pre-fetch. The pre-fetching size can be determined on the 
basis of the size of free space for tile pre-fetching, and the regularity degree of access 
pattern of the user at the client. 

When PE receives a modified request from the PA, PE decomposes the request into 
the original request and the augmented information. It sends the original request to 
Search Engine (SE) to retrieve the result of the user’s request and performs pre-
fetching based on the retrieved result and the augmented information. To properly 
pre-fetch tiles that are likely to be accessed by the user in the near future, the pre-
fetching algorithm uses the transition probabilities between tiles, and the details on 
the pre-fetching algorithm will be discussed in Sect. 3.1.  

PE sends the pre-fetching result tiles with the retrieved tiles for a user’s request to 
CM through PA. When CM receives too many tiles than its storage capacity, CM de-
termines which space will be replaced with the newly received results by using the 
cache replacement algorithm described in Sect. 3.2.  

When QAE receives the retrieved result, QAE executes the user’s request on the 
retrieved data, and the final result is shown to the user’s browser. 

3  Tile Pre-fetching and Cache Replacement in Web GIS Systems 

3.1  A Probability-Based Tile Pre-fetching Algorithm  

PE determines which tiles should be pre-fetched based on the updated global access 
pattern information according to Algorithm 1. To determine tiles to be pre-fetched, 
PE first updates the global access pattern by using the local access pattern sent from 
PA (step 1). If the number of tiles returned as the result of the request is greater than 
pre-fetch_size, we do not need to pre-fetch, since the request has retrieved more tiles 
than the expectation specified by pre-fetch_size (step 2). Otherwise, we calculate the 
normalized probabilities from Tx,y to its 4 neighbor tiles that are within distance = 1 
(step 3). If the pre-fetch size is greater than 1, we calculate the transition probabilities 
to those tiles located within distance ≤ pre-fetch_size (step 4~5). At step 6, we sort the 
probabilities in descending order. Then we select top-ranked pre-fetch_size tiles from 
the pre-fetching space (step 7). At step 8, we eliminate the tiles that have been already 
cached at the client by the previous requests. The list of tiles to be pre-fetched is re-
turned as the result of Algorithm 1. And, Algorithm 1 also returns the own_tile_list 
with the updated transition probabilities, and the result is sent to the CM of client for 
cache replacement. 
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As an example we consider a pre-fetching request that returns tile Tx,y
1 as the re-

trieval result. If pre-fetch_size is 0, Algorithm 1 quits with NO_PRE-FETCH at step 2 

after updating the global access pattern by using the local_access_pattern. Otherwise, 

i.e., if pre-fetch_size is greater than 0, step 3 of Algorithm 1 is executed. Assume that 

pre-fetch_size is 3, which means PA want to pre-fetch up to 3 tiles. PE forms the pre-

fetching space with the distance equal to 3. The pre-fetching space includes tiles that 

                                                           
1 In general, Rectangle_Region_Query, Circle_Region_Query, Object_Retrieval_Query, and 

Zoom-out commands might return more than one tile as the retrieved result. For simplicity, 
however, we assume that a single tile, Tx,y , is retrieved. 

Algorithm 1: Pre-fetching Algorithm Based on Global Access Pattern 

 

Input: pre-fetch_size, own_tile_list, local_access_pattern, return_tiles including 

central tile Tx,y with specified point (a, b) 

Output: list of tiles with transition probabilities to be pre-fetched for pre-fetching,

own_tile_list with the updated transition probabilities for cache replacement 

Data Structure: transition probability matrix 

 
1:  Updates the global access pattern by using local_access_pattern; 
2:  IF (number of return_tiles > pre-fetch_size) RETURN (NO_PRE-FETCH); 

3:  Computes the normalized probabilities from Tx,y to its 4 neighbors /*distance 
= 1*/; 

4:  FOR each tile within distance from 2 to pre-fetch_size DO /* distance ≥ 2 */ 
5:  Compute the conditional probability of tile moving from Tx,y to the tile; 
6:  Sorts the probabilities of tiles within the pre-fetching space of distance ≤ pre-

fetch_size; 
7:  Let pre-fetch_list = select top-ranked pre-fetch_size tiles within the pre-

fetching space; 

8:  Let pre-fetch_list = pre-fetch_list – own_tile_list; 
9:  Resets the transition probabilities of all tiles in {own_tile_list – pre-

fetch_list} to 0; 

10: RETURN(pre-fetch_list and own_tile_list with the updated transition prob-
abilities); 
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can be accessed within the specified number of tile movements from the retrieved tile, 

Tx,y. Fig. 2 shows an example of pre-fetching space from Tx,y with pre-fetch_size = 3. 

Within the pre-fetching space, the four immediate neighbor tiles of Tx,y, Tx,y+1, Tx+1,y, 

Tx,y-1, and Tx-1,y can be reached by 1 tile movement from Tx,y. Tiles Tx,y+2, Tx+1,y+1, Tx+2,y, 

Tx+1,y-1, Tx,y-2, Tx-1,y-1, Tx-2,y, and Tx-1,y+1 can be reached by 2 tile movements from Tx,y. Fi-

nally, tiles Tx,y+3, Tx+1,y+2, Tx+2,y+1, Tx+3,y, Tx+2,y-1, Tx+1,y-2, Tx,y-3, Tx-1,y-2, Tx-2,y-1, Tx-3,y, Tx-1,y+2, and 

Tx-1,y+1 can be reached by 3 tile movements from Tx,y. In Fig. 2, the edge from a tile to a 

neighbor tile stands for a tile movement, and the label of the edge means the probabil-

ity for such a transition. That is, P(x,y→x,y+1) stands for the probability of tile mov-

ing from Tx,y to Tx,y+1.  

For tiles that can be reached by 1 tile movement from Tx,y, we compute the 

normalized probabilities. The normalization of the probabilities is necessary be-

cause a specified position (a, b) in Tx,y has an effect to the next tile movement. 

That is, if the specified point (a, b) is near to the upper border, then the user who 

has specified the point is likely to move to the upper tile than the lower one, and 

so on. 

To explain the normalization process, let’s consider the situation depicted in Fig. 

3. The original probabilities of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx,y+1, Tx+1,y, Tx,y-1, and Tx-1,y are 

P(x,y→x,y+1), P(x,y→x+1,y), P(x,y→x,y-1), and P(x,y→x-1,y), respectively. The 

specified location by the user is (a,b). Let’s represent the normalized transition prob-

abilities with distance 1 from Tx,y as P’(x,y→x,y+1), P’(x,y→x+1,y), P’(x,y→x,y-1), 

and P’(x,y→x-1,y), respectively. Note that the summation of the normalized prob-

abilities, P’(x,y→x+1,y) and P’(x,y→x-1,y) along the x axis should be same as the 

summation of the original probabilities of P(x,y→x+1,y) and P(x,y→x-1,y), and they 

should reflect the internal division ratio of the specified position along the x axis. 

Equations (1) and (2) show the formula for P’(x,y→x+1,y) and P’(x,y→x-1,y), re-

spectively. In equations (1) and (2), for simplicity, we use Pright and Pleft instead of 

P(x,y→x+1,y) and P(x,y→x-1,y), respectively. A similar argument can be made for 

P’(x,y→x,y+1) and P’(x,y→x,y-1), and the resulting formulas are in equations (3) and 

(4), respectively. In equations (3) and (4), again for simplicity, we use Pup and Pdown 

instead of P(x,y→x,y+1) and P(x,y→x,y-1), respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Normalized probabilities from Tx,y to Its 4 neighbor tiles 
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To compute the probability of tile moving from Tx,y to a tile that is within distance = 
2, we can use the conditional probability computation. As an example, let’s consider 
how to compute the conditional probability of tile moving from Tx,y to the tile Tx,y+2. 
From Fig. 2, we can see that Tx,y+2 can be reached by two tile movements from Tx,y 
through Tx,y+1. That is, we can reach to Tx,y+2 from Tx,y by moving first to Tx,y+1 and then 
moving to Tx,y+2. Thus, we can compute the conditional probability of tile moving from 
Tx,y to Tx,y+2 through Tx,y+1 by equation (5).  

)2,1,()1,,(')2,,( +→+×+→=+→ yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP  
(5) 

Some tiles can be reached in several ways. For example, Tx+1,y+1 can be reached from 
Tx,y by using two different paths (see Fig. 2): one is Tx,y → Tx,y+1 → Tx+1,y+1, and the other 
is Tx,y → Tx+1,y → Tx+1,y+1. In this case, the conditional probability of tile moving from 
Tx,y to Tx+1,y+1 can be computed as follows.  

)1,11,()1,,(')1,1,( ++→+×+→=++→ yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP

+ )1,1,1(),1,(' ++→+×+→ yxyxPyxyxP  

(6) 

We can do the similar computation for the tiles of distance = 3. The conditional 
probability of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx,y+3 is computed by using equation (7) (see also 
Fig. 2).  
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)3,2,()2,,()3,,( +→+×+→=+→ yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP  
(7) 

Also, for Tx+1,y+2 in Fig. 2, the conditional probability of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx+1,y+2 
is computed by using equation (8).  

)3,2,()2,,()2,1,( +→+×+→=++→ yxyxPyxyxPyxyxP  

+ )2,11,1()1,1,( ++→++×++→ yxyxPyxyxP  

(8) 

Generally, the conditional probabilities of tile moving from Tx,y to Tx+n,y+m, where the 
maximum distance is |n| + |m|, can be computed as in equation (9).  

P(x,y → x+n, y+m) = SUM(conditional probabilities of all paths from 
Tx,y to Tx+n,y+m) 

(9) 

After computing the conditional probabilities to all tiles within distance ≤ pre-
fetch_size from the retrieved tile, Tx,y, at step 4~5 of Algorithm 1, the list of tiles that 
should be pre-fetched is selected according to step 6~8. To remove the tiles that have 
been saved in the client’s cache database but will not be used in future from the cache 
database for making free cache space for the current request, step 9 of Algorithm 1 
resets the transition probabilities of these tiles to 0. Then, the cache space for these 
tiles can be replaced when CM needs more space for the newly fetched tiles. As the 
result of Algorithm 1, the list of tiles to be pre-fetched and the own_tile_list with the 
updated transition probabilities are returned.  
After PE pre-fetches the tiles of pre-fetch_list, it returns the retrieved result tiles that 
are actually retrieved for the request, the pre-fetched tiles with the transition prob-
abilities, and the own_tile_list with the updated transition probabilities to CM through 
PA of the client issuing the request.  

3.2 A Collaborative Cache Replacement Algorithm  

When CM of a client receives the result described above for a user request from PE, 
CM stores both the retrieved tiles and the pre-fetched tiles in the cache. However, 
when it runs out of the cache space, it should remove some tiles to prepare free space 
for newly fetched tiles. To determine which tiles should be removed, the proposed 
cache replacement algorithm (Algorithm 2) utilizes the transition probabilities for 
tiles in own_tile_list, which are already computed for the purpose of tile pre-fetching 
(Algorithm 1). Algorithm 2 selects a set of tiles that have relatively smaller values of 
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transition probability from the current position than others among own_tile_list as the 
victim for cache replacement. 

 
In Algorithm 2, step 3 through step 7 select the set of tiles that should be removed 

from the cached database to make enough free space for storing the retrieved result 
tiles and the pre-fetched tiles. The selected tiles are actually removed from the cached 
database (step 8) and the list of cached tiles (step 9). At step 10, the retrieved tiles and 
the pre-fetched tiles are stored in the cached database. After cache replacement, the 
list of actual cached tiles and the size of free cache space are updated at step 11 and 
12, respectively.  

3.3 Effects of the Proposed Tile Pre-fetching and Cache Replacement Algorithms  

To show the effectiveness of the proposed tile pre-fetching and cache replacement 
algorithms, we discuss an example in this subsection. Assume that all tiles are in same 
size and the cached database can store 5 tiles at maximum and PA submits the follow-
ing query to PE.  

Algorithm 2: Cache Replacement Algorithm 
 
Input: retrieved result tiles, pre-fetched tiles, and own_tile_list with the transition

probabilities 
Data structure: list of cached tiles, size of free cache space 
 
1:  victim_tile_list = NULL; 
2:  required space = retrieved result tiles + pre-fetched tiles;  

3:  WHILE (size_of required space > size of free cache space ) DO { 
4:  select tile Ti,j that has the minimum transition probability from own_tile_list; 
5:  victim_tile_list + = { Ti,j }; 
6:  own_tile_list – = { Ti,j }; 
7:  size of free cache space + = size_of(Ti,j); } /* for making enough space */ 
8:  remove tiles in victim_tile_list from the cached database; 
9:  list of cached tiles – = victim_tile_list; 
10:  saves retrieved result tiles and pre-fetched tiles into the cached database; 
11:  list of cached tiles += (retrieved result tiles + pre-fetched tiles); 
12:  size of free cache space – = size_of(retrieved result tiles + pre-fetched tiles); 
13: RETURN; 
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Point_Query(a, b, pre-fetch_size(=2)) with 

own_tile_list(={(x,y-1),(x+1,y-1),(x,y-2),(x-1,y-1)}), 

local_access_pattern(=NULL). 

 And as the result of the above query, assume tile Tx,y is returned. The specified 
point (a, b) divides internally the horizontal length of Tx,y into the ratio of 6:4 for lx1:l x2 
of Fig. 3. Also the specified point (a, b) divides internally the vertical length of Tx,y 
into the ratio of 1:9 for ly1:l y2 of Fig. 3. We also assume that the original probabilities 
for tile moving from a tile to its neighbor tiles are as shown in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. A pre-fetching space within distance ≤ 2 from Tx,y 

According to Algorithm 1, the global access pattern is first updated by using the lo-
cal access pattern. However, since the local access pattern is NULL, the global access 
pattern does not change. Since the number of tiles returned as the result of the query is 
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1, and pre-fetch_size(=2) is greater than the number of returned tiles(=1), step 3 of 
Algorithm 1 computes the normalized probabilities of tile moving from Tx,y to its 4 
neighbor tiles by using equations (1), (2), (3), and (4), respectively. The normalized 
probabilities are shown within parentheses at the four nodes of distance = 1 in Fig. 4. 
And, the conditional probabilities for the tiles of distance = 2 is computed by using 
either equation (5) or equation (6) according to the number of incoming branches into 
the node in Fig. 4, and the computed result is also shown at each node of distance = 2 
with parentheses in Fig. 4. 

Among the nodes in the pre-fetching space of distance ≤ pre-fetch_size(=2), the 
top-ranked 2 tiles are selected for the pre-fetching list. Hence, Tx,y+1 and Tx,y+2 are se-
lected for actual pre-fetching. The final result for the above Point_Query, therefore, is 
Tx,y, Tx,y+1, and Tx,y+2 . Tx,y is transferred to the client as the actual retrieved result of the 
query, and Tx,y+1 and Tx,y+1 are also transferred to the client as the pre-fetching results.  

When CM of the client issuing the query receives the result, Tx,y, Tx,y+1, and Tx,y+2, it 
runs out of free space for caching because 4 tiles, Tx,y-1, Tx+1,y-1, Tx,y-2, and Tx-1,y-1 have 
been stored at its cached database in which 5 tiles can be stored at maximum, i.e., the 
size of free cache space is 1. Hence, as the victims for cache replacement, Algorithm 
2 selects Tx,y-2 and Tx-1,y-1 among the own_tile_list since these have smaller transition 
probabilities than others. Finally, the cached database has stored Tx,y, Tx,y+1, Tx,y+2, Tx,y-1, 
and Tx+1,y-1 after the complete execution of the above Point_Query.  

In that case, as long as user moves around these tiles, the communication between 
the client and the server is not needed since the client can serve these user’s requests 
without down loading the additional tiles from the server. However, if these tiles have 
not been pre-fetched, the client should down load these tiles newly, and the user has 
to wait until these tiles are completely fetched into the cached database. So, by using 
the proposed pre-fetching algorithm and the collaborative cache replacement algo-
rithms, the response time can be remarkably improved in Web GIS systems. 

4  Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed an effective tile pre-fetching algorithm that is able to 
determine which tiles are likely to be accessed in the near future according to the 
global access pattern of all users in Web geographical information systems(Web 
GISs). And we have also proposed a collaborative cache replacement algorithm that 
can work with the proposed tile pre-fetching algorithm. The proposed cache replace-
ment algorithm determines which tile space should be removed from the client’s 
cached database based on the transition probabilities already computed for tile pre-
fetching. We have modified the architecture of Web GIS systems to accommodate the 
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proposed pre-fetching algorithm with the collaborative cache replacement algorithm 
and showed that the proposed algorithms improved the response time substantially.  

As the future works, we are doing the experimentation to inspect the performance of 
the proposed pre-fetching and cache replacement algorithms through simulation. We 
also plan to make an adaptation of the proposed algorithms into a Web GIS engine.  
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